INTRODUCTION
Multilayered structures have attracted much attention in many fields of materials science owing to the possibility of creating new structures and physical properties. One interesting phenomenon observed in magnetic multilayered thin films is the preference for magnetization perpendicular to the film plane: perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). This property is displayed by several Co/X multilayers, where X is a noble non-magnetic metal such as Pd, Pt, Au, or Ir. [l] J2] Large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy shown in these multilayers makes them potential candidates for MO recording media.
Recently, Co/Ni multilayer thin films were also predicted to have perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, [3] and this was.
confirmed in e-beam evaporated141 and sputtered15] samples.
The perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is due to the positive interface ani~otropy[~I, and is strongly buffer layer dependentL6]. Our previous paper showed perpendicular magnetic anisotropy for Co/Ni multilayers on Au buffer layers, while the same films on Ag buffer layers showed inplane anisotropy.
[5] This paper reports the anisotropy of sputtered Co/Ni multilayer thin films with Au buffer layers as a function of CO and Ni layer thicknesses. The effect of Au buffer layers is discussed in terms of the anisotropy constant and x-ray measurements. The polar Kerr rotation (as a function of temperature) and the magneto-optic figure of merit are also reported to investigate the possibility of using Co/Ni multilayer thin films as MO recording media. Magnetic anisotropy can be written as:
where K is the anisotropy of fhe sample, D is the bilayer thickness, KvCo and KvN' are volume anisotropies corresponding to the CO and Ni layers respectively, Ki is the CoMi interface anisotropy constant, and and tNi are the CO and Ni layer thicknesses. It follows that KD changes linearly with when tNi is fixed; that is, 
B. Efect of Buger Layers
To obtain perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, a selected metallic underlayer was necessary,[6] since direct deposition on glass substrates gave strong in-plane anisotropy. We chose Au as the buffer layer. With variation of buffer layer thickness, the anisotropy constant changed dramatically as shown in the following table. 
